Ask HR Knowledge
Dear HR Knowledge, Do meal and rest breaks need to be paid?
The answer to this, and many other HR questions, is that it depends on the state the
employer is operating in and/or where the employee is physically located. Many
employers provide employees with a rest or lunch break, either paid or unpaid. While the
federal wage and hour law, called the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), doesn't require
employers to provide meal or rest breaks, many states have their own set of regulations
on whether employers need to provide meal and rest breaks. Some states only require
them for minors, while others require them for all employees after a certain number of
hours are worked.
When employers do offer short breaks (consisting of 5 to 20 minutes), federal law
considers those breaks part of an employee’s compensable work hours. Therefore, short
breaks would be included in the total of hours worked during the work week and
considered in determining if overtime was worked.
“Bona fide” meal periods — meaning an employee is relieved of regular duties to eat a
meal — typically last at least 30 minutes Unlike coffee or snack breaks, meal breaks are
not considered work time and are not compensable. Employers can always decide to be
more generous and pay for the meal period, but it is not required and, most commonly, is
unpaid.
Unauthorized extensions of authorized work breaks do not need to be counted as hours
worked when the employer has expressly and unambiguously communicated to the
employee that the authorized break may only last for a specific length of time, that any
extension of the break is contrary to the employer's rules, and that any extension of the
break will be subject to the company’s standard disciplinary practices.
When there is no clear state regulation or guidance about a particular aspect of a meal
or rest break, employers should err on the side of caution by providing breaks that are the
most beneficial to the employee or consult with Human Resources.
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